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Further resources

Articles, blog posts, and presentations, etc.:


---

**GLAM Wikidata project examples:**

**WikiProject: Archival Description:**
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Archival_Description

**WikiProject: Cultural Heritage:**
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Cultural_heritage

**WikiProject: University of Victoria Libraries:**
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_UniversityOfVictoriaLibraries
Example archives-related Wikidata data visualizations:

Canadian Archive of Women in STEM and Wikidata:

UVic Special Collections and University Archives Wikidata Project:
https://elizabethbassett.github.io/uvic-scua-wikidata-experimentation/

ICA-SLA World-Wide Directory of Repositories Holding Archives of Literature and Art:

Wikidata tutorials:

Wikidata’s tutorial page:
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Tours

Wikipedia Sparql query tutorial (University of Edinburgh, 2016):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jHoUki_mKw&t=2s

Tools to use with Wikidata:

Histropedia (visualization tool for generating timelines): http://histropedia.com/

Reasonator (discovery interface): https://reasonator.toolforge.org/

Wikidata Propbrowse (tool for viewing all Wikidata properties):
https://hay.toolforge.org/propbrowse/
Wikidata Query Service: https://query.wikidata.org/

Other:

Wikidata + Glam (Facebook group):
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Wikidata.GLAM/